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Abstract. Software process standards and models encapsulate best prac-
tices and guidelines for managing and engineering software. For easy ac-
cessibility, process standards are usually prescribed in natural language.
However, natural language based process specifications can be incon-
sistent and ambiguous that makes it difficult to monitor and verify if
they have been fully implemented and adhered too in a given software
project. Besides the process of defining and documenting the necessary
evidence to comply with process standard requirements is often manual,
time consuming and laborious. In earlier studies, we developed a trans-
lation scheme and metamodel for consistent and uniform software pro-
cess formalisation. In the current study, we leverage the formal process
specification to develop a two-step formal process verification approach;
first we extract process requirements from the standard documents and
translate them into logical axioms. We then augment these axioms with
additional information in a process verification ontology. This ontology
is then utilised in conformance verification of a performed process. We
demonstrate the feasibility of our approach with software requirements
analysis process and a case study.
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1 Introduction

Software process management is a systematic and continuous endeavor to define,
assess and improve processes that are used to produce quality software products
and services within the constraints of time, budget and schedule [1]. The process
perpective to software development is premised on the manufacturing principle
that product quality is influenced and evolved by the process used to produce
it [1]. To systematise software development and ensure interoperability, consis-
tency, and repeatability; software process standards such as ISO/IEC 12207 [2],
ISO/IEC 29110 [3] are widely adopted as a source of universally accepted best
practices and guidelines to support the design, implementation and improvement
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of software processes. However, software process standards are usually prescribed
in natural language that makes it difficult to implement, monitor and verify such
processes in practice [4]. Given that software standards are typically multi-paper
documents and vebrose, they are likely to be ambiguous and incosinsistent which
impedes thier automated analysis and verification. Novice users may find them
hard to implement and verify in projects [5]. Despite, some efforts making soft-
ware standards more applicable and accessible to very smaller entities (VSE); for
example ISO/IEC 29110 with deployment packages1 still considerable time and
resources are needed to understand, implement and verify thier comformance
[6].

The process of verifying the extent to which the implemented process is in
conformance with a process reference model (PRM) is referred to as process com-
pliance [7] and accomplished through process assessment or appraisal [8]. Process
assessment is the discplined evaluation of the organisational processes against
a set of criteria defined in a process assessment model (PAM) to determine the
capability of the organisational processes to perform within the constraints of
quality, cost and schedule [8]. During process assessment, the emphasis is placed
on two measures, i.e., organisational process conformance to the PRM and the
effectiveness of the organisational processes (process capability) to achieve or-
ganisational business objectives [8]. Where as a process capability assessment
studies individual processes and thier attributes, a conformance assessment on
the other hand, can study fulfillment of a standard’s requirements [9, 10]. There-
fore, Process assessment provides a way to verify conformance to a standard like
ISO/IEC 29110, if such a standard is considered a set of requirements [10]. The
main stream assessment methods such as ISO/IEC 15504 (aka SPICE) that is
transiting to ISO/IEC 330xx [11] describe guidelines that standards compliant
processes should follow namely; (i) defining processes in terms of purpose and
outcomes, (ii) use of objective evidence to prove conformance to the defined
criteria. When assessing software process implementations, the main stream as-
sessment methods are however, complex and resource intensive and unaffordable
to many software companies [12].

To overcome the above challenges, formal approaches to process modeling and
verification have been proposed in previous studies [4, 7, 12–14]. These increase
confidence and trustworthness in the evidence used for process complaince [15]
and enable the use of automated analysis and verification techniques in software
process [17]. However, we couldn’t use them for the task at hand for various
reasons; The approach by [7] employs first order logic (FOL), to formalize and
verify standards compliant software development. FOL is a proven and necessary
expressive formalism. However, its major drawback is its undecidability that
leads to inefficiency in terms of computational costs. Other approaches are not
expressive enough for the task at hand.

Essentially ontology approaches are an application of formal methods into
the semantic web community where web resources are formally specified using
logical notations and rigoriously verified using ontology reasoning engines [14].

1 http://profs.etsmtl.ca/claporte/english/vse/vse-packages.html
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In recent years, Description Logics (DLs) [16] based ontologies have been widely
accepted as an important means for representing and formalising knowledge
in different domains including software process engineering (see, e.g., [17, 18]).
DLs are a decidable fragment of FOL that provides a rich and flexible model-
ing language suitable for formalising and verification of process standards and
models. DLs come with an unambiguous, standardised semantics and a wide
range of tools that can be used to develop, validate, integrate and verify formal
models of software processes. Moreover, DLs are supported by a variety of opti-
mised inference engines 2 that can be utilised to support both consistent process
implementation and querying the process space by logical expressions, e.g. in
conformance checking.

In earlier studies [19, 20], we developed a translation scheme and metamodel
for consistent and uniform process formalisation. In the current study, we lever-
age such a formal process specification for process verification since formal mod-
els are basically a set of domain theorems that are amenable to formal proving
through reasoning [14]. Therefore in this paper, we extend our earlier work, with
a formal process verification approach where two levels of verification can be
performed to ensure the correctness of a process specification, i.e., the ontol-
ogy and instance verification levels. The former ensures the correctness of the
process specification itself, and the latter ensures the conformance of a pro-
cess instance to the standard process. Moreover, ontology reasoners can be used
to fully automate these formal verification activities. Consequently, we develop
a process verification ontology where we treat the problem of conformance to
standard processes as instantiation with a case study. The paper is structured
as follows: In Section 2 we provide preliminaries about process management and
improvement, a formal foundation about description logic and ontologies while
we present an overview of our approach in section 3 and a feasibility study of
this approach based on software requirements analysis process. Simultaneously,
we provide challenges for further development and evaluation of the approach in
section 4 and section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background

2.1 Process Management and Improvement

Software process management is the use of process engineering concepts, tech-
niques, and practices to explicitly monitor, control, and improve the software
process [1]. The objective of software process management is to enable an orga-
nization to produce software products according to a plan while simultaneously
improving the quality of its products [1]. A process is a set of interrelated or in-
teracting activities which transforms inputs into outputs [2]. We limit ourselves
to defining a process in terms of its purpose and outcomes [8]. Processes be
technical or management are an inherent part of software engineering (SE), so
is process assessment which is a foundation step for process improvement [?].

2 http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/tools/list-of-reasoners/
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Organisations use process assessment models (PAM) such as ISO/IEC 330xx
[11] to evaluate and change their processes in light of achieving business objec-
tives and supporting process conformance to standard processes [10]. A PAM
is a two dimensional representation that describes processes in terms of objec-
tive evidence that may be identified to demonstrate process implementation.
PAMs generally comprise sets of practices and descriptions of work products
that serve as indicators of process performance and process capability dimen-
sions of the assessment framework [2]. The process dimension of a PAM describes
processes drawn from one or more PRMs, In SE, these processes can be drawn
from ISO/IEC 12207, ISO/IEC 29110 among others. The PRM provides a list
of processes to be verified and their descriptions with a common terminology
and scope for process assessments. In a PRM, processes are described in terms
of purpose and outcomes. According to [9, 10] conformance assessment may uti-
lize PRM in evaluating achievement of the process outcomes. We use software
requirements analysis (SRA) process from ISO/IEC 15504-5 [21] as a running
example in this paper.
Process Purpose: The purpose of the Software requirements analysis process
is to establish the requirements of the software elements of the system.
Process Outcomes:

– PO1: The requirements allocated to the software elements of the system and
their interfaces are defined;

– PO2: Software requirements are analysed for correctness and testability
– PO3: The impact of software requirements on the operating environment are

understood
– PO4: Consistency and traceability are established between the software re-

quirements and system requirements
– PO5: Prioritization for implementing the software requirements is defined
– PO6: The software requirements are approved and updated as needed
– PO7: Changes to the software requirements are evaluated for cost, schedule

and technical impact
– PO8: The software requirements are baselined and communicated to all af-

fected parties

Table 1. SRA process base practices from ISO/IEC 15504-5 [21]

No Base Practices Process Outcome achieved

BP1 Specify software requirements PO1, PO2, PO5

BP2 Determine operating environment impact PO3

BP3 Develop criteria for software testing PO2

BP4 Ensure consistency PO4

BP5 Evaluate and update software requirements PO6, PO7

BP6 Communicate Software requirements PO8

Accordingly, SRA process outcomes can be achieved by implementing base prac-
tices and evidencing their implementation through availability of work products
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produced. These are also referred to as the process performance assessment in-
dicators for the process dimension in the process assessment model. The base
practices and work products for software requirements analysis process are shown
in table 1 and 2 respectively.

Table 2. SRA Process process Work products from ISO/IEC 15504-5 [21]

No Work Product Process Outcome evidenced

WP1 Communication record PO8

WP2 Change control PO7

WP3 Traceability record PO4

WP4 Analysis Report PO2, PO3, PO7

WP5 Interface Requirements PO1

WP6 Software requirements PO1, PO2, PO4, PO5 and PO6

ISO/IEC 33020 [22] defines an ordinal scale for the evaluation of process
capability based upon six defined capability levels. It characterises the extent
to which the process outcomes are achieved. The outcome achievement is be-
haviourally aggregated to the process attribute which in turn is transformed to
an ordinal scale shown in table 3 and aggregated to determine a given capability
level [23]. We use this rating scheme in a conjugate way [23] to determine the
extent to which the process outcomes are achieved.

Table 3. The rating scale of process outcomes (cited from ISO/IEC 33020 [22])

Acronym Achievement of the defined Outcome

Not achieved (N) There is little or no evidence of achievement of the
defined outcome in the assessed process

Partially achieved (P) There is some evidence of the approach to, and some
achievement of, the defined attribute in the assessed process

Largely achieved (L) There is evidence of a systematic approach to, and significant
achievement of, the defined outcomes in the assessed process.
Some weakness related to this attribute may exist in the
assessed process

Fully achieved (F) There is evidence of a complete and systematic approach to,
and full achievement of, the defined outcome
in the assessed process. No significant weaknesses
related to the outcome exist in the assessed process
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2.2 Description Logics and Ontologies

Ontologies are engineering artefacts that are an explicit formal specification of a
shared conceptualisation [24]. Web Ontology Language (OWL)3 is an ontology
modeling language designed and standardised by W3C for modeling ontologies
in the semantic web. OWL is underpinned by Description Logics (DLs) for its
formal semantics [16] that enables expressed knowledge to be reasoned on by
human and artificial agents. An OWL DL ontology is mainly composed of two
main components; The Terminological knowledge represented in the TBox (Class
Level) and the Assertional knowledge forming the ABox (Instance Level). The
TBox defines the intensional knowledge by which a concrete world can be de-
scribed in form of classes, properties and the respective axioms that define the
constraints on the conceptual schema. The ABox on the other hand, represents
assertional knowledge that describes some particular situation that instantiates
the TBox. A DL ontology is simply a set of the TBox and Abox statements.
Although in DL, only the Tbox is commonly referred to as an ontology and the
combination of the TBox and ABox is referred to as the knowledge base (KB).
In this work we use both ontology and knowledge base interchangeably. In the
scope of our solution, the actual process implementation will be treated as the
ABox while the process standard will be coded as the TBox.

Ontology modeling in the semantic web, follows an open world assumption
(OWA) where anything is permissible unless explicitly prohibited. In others,
OWA semantics assume incomplete information by default, i.e., missing infor-
mation is treated as unknown rather than false. If any information is not declared
in the ontology, its not taken to be false as is the case in database systems that
follow a closed world assumption (CWA) [25]. DL Axioms are used to constrain
classes, properties and individuals that classes can admit. Where as axioms in
an OWA semantics are used for inference purposes, in this study, we would like
such axioms to behave more like integrity constraints [25] in the presence of
process instance data (ABox) that needs to conform to the standard process in
the TBox (ontology) through the verification process using an ontology reasoner
such as Pellet[26]. Indeed, whereas inference is useful for reasoning over the do-
main knowledge, when dealing with process conformance, the assessor wants to
verify that the presented objective evidence in form of e.g., artefact such as SRS
is indeed validated and baselined.

3 Overview of the Approach

In this section, we present our approach that includes translation of natural lan-
guage process to formal specification (DL language), capturing process standard
requirements as DL axioms consisting of base practices, work products and pro-
cess outcomes. We also present a process instance in a form of an ABox that
we verify against the DL Axioms in the TBox using a reasoner such as Pellet.
The consistency of which represents conformance to the standards requirements

3 https://www.w3.org/OWL/
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or non conformance. Fig 1, gives a high level view of the verification approach
presented in this section.

Fig. 1. Process Verification Architecture

3.1 Constructing the Process Reference Model Ontology (PRM
Ontology)

Tarhan et al, (2017) provides a conceptual framework for ontology usage in
process assessment. In this framework a number of ontologies are proposed such
as PRM ontology, measurement and process ontology. In this study, we mainly
develop the PRM ontology (TBox) and the process ontology as the process
instance (ABox). A well known ontology construction approach recommends
investigating available upper ontologies and extracting reusable concepts from
them before developing domain specifc ontologies. We refer to the upper ontology
developed for ISO software engineering standards [27] as an ontological base for
all ISO present and future standards. This ontological instrastructure provides
an ontological base for various standard domain ontologies that are specific to a
given domain such as process management. We also make use of concepts and
properties in earlier developed ontologies for the SE domain such as the Software
Lifecycle Ontology (SLO) and Software Implementation Process Ontology (SIP)
developed in the ALIGNED project4 that we reuse in our ontology development
following guidelines suggested in [28]. The ontology we develop is in conformance
with the guidelines prescribed for process descriptions in ISO/IEC TR 24774 [29]
that defines the essential elements for defining a process and its assessment. The
PRM ontology is defined via the concepts and roles that describe the process in
terms of objective evidence that prove process performance in an organisation.
A key concept of the ontology is Process that is defined through its intended
purpose and evidenced by the achievement of the process outcomes. Process
outcomes are sufficient and necessary conditions to achieve the software purpose.

4 http://aligned-project.eu
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To achieve the ProcessOutcomes, Practices (i.e., base and generic) are performed
to produce WorkProducts. WorkProducts are also inputs to the Practices that are
used to achieve the ProcessOutcomes. WorkProducts are used to prove that the
practices are being implemented and ProcessOutcomes are being achieved. For
instance, in our example running example, the SRS a type of work product can
be used to prove that the software requirements analysis process was carried
out. The ontology is further augmented with DL axioms to constrain the class
behaviours and the instances that can be admitted by the ontology.

3.2 Representing Standard requirements as DL Axioms

Generally standards can be considered as a set of requirements (rules) prescrib-
ing what should be done in order to achieve the process outcomes [30]. ISO/IEC
33002 constrains processes in a PRM to be defined in terms of purpose and out-
comes. Where a set of process outcomes is necessary and sufficient to achieve
the process purpose. In order to achieve the process outcomes, ISO/IEC 15504-5
[21] specifies base practices to be implemented with work products providing ev-
idence that the base practices are being performed and the outcomes are being
achieved. Where as conformance assessment may utilize the PRM in evaluating
the achievement of process outcomes [10], there is no guarantee that individual
process outcomes are being achieved. To overcome this situation, we extract the
process requirements from the standard documents in form of if...then state-
ments made up of three major components; practices, work products and process
outcomes that are translated into DL axioms. These constitute statements such
as; If a given base practice is implemented and evidenced by a work product then
a related process outcome should be achieved. These are illustrated with a set
of SRA process outcomes, practices and work products identified in section 2
we slightly adapt the outcome numbering from ISO/IEC 15504-5 to PO1..., for
uniformity through out the example illustrations in this paper.

1. If SRA has software requirements that are specified in a SRS, then outcome
PO1 is achieved

SRA u ∀hasSR.(∃specifiedIn.SRS) v achieve.{PO1} (1)

2. If SRA has TestingCriteria for software requirements that is developed and
recorded in an AnalysisReport, then outcome PO2 is achieved

SRA u ∀hasSR.((∀hasTestingCriteria.Developed) u
∃recordedIn.AnalysisReport) v achieve.{PO2} (2)

3. If SRA has the impact of software requirements on the operating environment
that is determined and recorded in analysis report, then outcome PO3 is
achieved

SRA u ∀hasSR.((∀hasImpact.Determined) u
∃recordedIn.AnalysisReport) v achieve.{PO3} (3)
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4. If SRA has consistency of system requirements (SSR)to software requirements
that is ensured and recorded in a traceability record, then outcome PO4 is
achieved

SRA u ∀hasSR.((∃consistencyEnsuredBetween.SSR) u
∃recordedIn.AnalysisReport) v achieve.{PO4} (4)

5. If SRA has software requirements that are prioritised and documented in SRS,
then outcome PO5 is achieved

SRA u ∀hasSR.(∃prioritisedIn.SRS) v achieve.{PO5} (5)

6. If SRA has software requirements that are evaluated and approved by the
customer and updated in SRS, then outcome PO6 is achieved

SRA u ∀hasSR.(∃evaluatedWith.Customer u ∃updatedIn.SRS) u
∃recordedIn.AnalysisReport v achieve.{PO6} (6)

7. If SRA has changes to the requirements that are evaluated for cost, schedule
and technical impact and recorded in change control record and analysis
report, then outcome PO7 is achieved

SRA u ∀hasSR.(∀hasChange.Evaluated u ∃recordedIn.
(ChangeControl uAnalysisReport) v achieve.{PO7} (7)

8. If SRA has software requirements that are communicated to all parties who
will use them and recorded in a communication record, then outcome PO8 is
achieved.

SRA u ∀hasSR.(∃communicated u recordedIn.CommunicationRecord)

v achieve.{PO8} (8)

To determine the extent to which the process outcomes are achieved, we follow
the process rating scheme from ISO/IEC 33020 as shown in the table 3. Since
SRA process has eight process outcomes, we are base our rating scheme on the
achievement of these outcomes as shown in DL axioms (9)-(13). Given a SRA
process if two but less than four Process Outcomes are achieved this will be
ranked as the process not being achieved.

NotAchieved ≡ SRA u (> 2u < 4)achieve.ProcessOutcomes (9)

Given a SRA process if four but less than six process outcomes are achieved,
then the process will be ranked as partially achieving its purpose.

PartiallyAchieved ≡ SRA u (> 4u < 6)achieve.ProcessOutcomes (10)

Given a SRA process if six but less than eight process outcomes are achieved,
then the process will be ranked as largely achieving its purpose.

LargelyAchieved ≡ SRA u (> 6u < 8)achieve.ProcessOutcomes (11)
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Given a SRA process and it achieves all its eight process outcomes, then the
process will be ranked as fully achieving its purpose.

FullyAchieved ≡ SRA u (> 8)achieve.ProcessOutcomes (12)

Achieving process outcomes to the level of largely or fully achieved status, helps
to build process performance attribute (PA1.1) that forms capability level one
of the assessed process.

CapabilityLevelOne ≡ ∃hasProcessAttribute · (PA1.1 u
hasRating · (LargelyAchieved t FullyAchieved)) (13)

3.3 DL ABox construction (Moodle SRA Process Instance)

As an implementation process instance, we adapt and give a detailed analysis
and verification of the moodle e-learning system software requirements analysis
process suggested in [31]. In this case study, we only highlight and summarise
activities related to SRA process in table 4, for other software implementa-
tion processes, interested readers can refer to [31]. In a moodle SRA process, a
moodle community starts by communicating with the core team for performing
a feature voting activity. The features could be about functional requirements
(req1 ) or performance requirements (req2 ). In Moodle, there are four activities
to be executed in order to vote and select a feature and develop a requirement
specification for the selected feature(s). They are feature voting activity, road
map development, developing the requirements specifications and suggestions,
discussions and agreements about the requirements specification. At each end of
a successful execution of these activities, a work product is produced. For exam-
ple the roadmap list is developed after successful completion of voting process
for selecting and prioritizing the features with the highest number of votes. The
roadmap is used to guide the implementation of selected features. In Moodle,
software requirements specification (SRS) documents are to be created for each
of the feature added to the roadmap. The final work product in moodle SRA
process are the suggestions and discussion on the SRS document that the entire
community provides and agrees to, based on the specification released earlier.
Due to space constraints, we only provide summarised process evidence for the
first three TBox axioms (1-3) in form of DL ABox identified during Moodle
development process in the table 6. The ABox for the remaining TBox axioms
(4-8) can be constructed in the same way.

3.4 Process Verification

During software process verification, the object that is checked and verified is
the process instance against the standard process using objective evidence from
the organisation that indeed shows the process was carried out by the organisa-
tion. A process instance (PI) is defined to be a singular instantiation of a process
that is uniquely identifiable and about which information can be gathered in a
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Table 4. Moodle SRA Process Terminology

Moodle Concept Abox concepts

Moodle Software requirements Analysis Process mSRA

Software Requirements SR

Moodle Software requirements specification mSRS

Requirement examples req1 and req2

Roadmap rm

System Requirements ssr

Moddle Community mc

Open source forums such as blogs, email openforum

Table 5. Moodle SRA Process Evidence

Process Outcome Moodle SRA Process Evidence

PO1 moodle roadmap created

PO2 feature voting process

PO3 feature voting process

PO4 -

PO5 moodle SRS created

PO6 moodle SRS is discussed and agreed upon

PO7 moodle SRS discussions and agreement

PO8 requirements are communicated through open forums and road map

Table 6. Moodle Process Instance (Abox)

Instance Relations Process Outcomes

SRA(mSRA) hasSR(mSRA, req1 ) achieve(mSRA, P01 )

SR(req1 ) hasSR(mSRA, reg2 )

SR(req2 ) specifiedIn(req1, mSRS)

SRS(mSRS) specifiedIn(req2, mSRS)

SRA(mSRA) hasSR(mSRA, req1) achieve(mSRA, P02)

SR(req1) hasSR(mSRA, req2)

SR(req2) hasTestingCriteria(req1, tc1)

Developed(tc1) hasTestingCriteria(req2, tc2)

Developed(tc2) recordedIn(tc1,rm

TestingCriteria(tc1) recordedIn(tc2, rm)

TestingCriteria(tc2)

AnalysisReport(rm)

SRA(mSRA) hasSR(mSRA, req1) achieve(mSRA, PO3)

SR(req1) hasSR(mSRA, req2)

SR(req2) hasImpact(req1, ei1)

Determined(ei1) hasImpact(req2, ei2)

Determined(ei2) recordedIn(ei1,rm)

EnvironmentImpact(ei1) recordedIn(ei2, rm)

EnvironmentImpact(ei2)
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repeatable manner [21]. In this case study, we take moodle SRA process as a
process instance about which information has been gathered and summarised in
a form of an ontology ABox in table 6. From this example, we can use an ontol-
ogy reasoner such as pellet to verify automatically if moodle process (ABox) is
conformant to ISO/IEC 12207 SRA process represented in the TBox axioms (1)-
(8). If the moodle process achieves the rating of largely or Fully achieved, then it
can be ranked as a performed process (see axiom (13)). Process performance is
the only process attribute that helps to build capability level one of the assessed
process [2]. Therefore moodle process achieves its purpose and is classified at ca-
pability level one see fig 2 and the justification in fig 3. An ABox inconsistency

Fig. 2. inferred mSRA process as an instance of CapabilityLevelOne

with the TBox axioms can vary the process ratings (DL Axioms 9 - 12) based
on the process outcomes achieved. Based on the analysis results in table 5, there
was no moodle process evidence to support the achievement of SRA process
outcome PO4, i.e., consistency and traceability are established between software
requirements and system requirements. Given our rating scheme for process out-
come achievement in axioms (9)-(12), moodle process SRA process is rated as
largely achieved.

Fig. 3. Explanation for m SRA process as an instance of capabilityLevel One

In order to test our process verification approach and the inferenc- ing services
offered by ontologies, we have implemented the software process verification
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example in Protege5, a free open source editor for building and storing ontologies
based on OWL standard. Protege integrates different reasoners such as pellet as
well as different visualization schemes that we have used in our approach. DL
facilitates different reasoning services both at the ontology and instance level. In
our software process verification example, we used them both for consistency and
process conformance checking via the DL query tab in protege and explanation
services see figures 2 and 3.

4 Conclusion and future works

In this paper, we proposed a formal approach to software process analysis and
verification using Description logic based ontology. This paper is a significant
extension to our previous works [19, 20] by providing a more systematic, con-
sistent and practical approach to translate software processes into DL ontology
so that they can be formally reasoned and verified by using ontology reasoners,
thereby automating the conformance approach through formal verification. We
have represented software process standard requirements as DL axioms argu-
menting them with other process information in a PRM ontology (DL TBox).
We also represented the moodle e-leaning system case study as a DL ABox spec-
ifying the evidence derived during moodle software development. Using ontology
reasoners we are able to automatically perform confirmatory verification of pro-
cess implementation (moodle case study) and establish that moodle case study
is classified at capability level one. This means that the moodel process is able to
achieve its process purpose through process outcome achievement. Ontology rea-
soners enable the process to be automated improving the efficiency, effectiveness
and reduce on human errors in process assessments and improvement.

Future work includes extending the approach to the capability dimension
of the PAM. We also intend to further evaluate the developed ontology using
comptetncy questions. These can be drawn from process assessment question-
naires and translated to SPARQL6 queries to derive more information from the
ontology. Automating the process parsing software process requirements from
textual descriptions (natural language standards) into DL axioms is another
area for future work. This is done manually at the moment and without a pre-
defined approach. We could systematise it through the use of natural language
process techniques. Secondly, we plan to develop a graphical user interface (GUI)
to support users during process analysis and verification. This tool will be based
on the features highlighted in [28]. The tool should integrate all the formal model
definitions and verification steps proposed in this paper. We also intend to carry
out more case studies in industry.

5 https://protege.stanford.edu/
6 https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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